German
- Contrast Leaves
- Right-Handed
- Legs cut to increase height...

Anton
- "Natural" Birth
- "A son my father thought worthy of his name..."
- Height chart - close-up
- Swimming Race #1

Eugene
- "My eyes are prettier..."
- "I only gave you my body. You gave me your dream..."

Samples
- Close-up of sachets of blood and urine

Testing
- "Jerome pisses on command..."

Leaving Home
- Swimming Race #2
- "It was the memory that made everything else possible..."
- Close-up of photo - tearing face away

Daily routine
- "Jerome pisses on command..."

Flashback of childhood

Vincent's Apartment
- Establishing Shot
- Clinical - not homely
- Cleansing chamber - incinerates cells

Opening credits

Fingernails
- Hair and Skin
- Bigatures (Big miniatures)
- Extreme close-up
- Slow Motion (300 frames)

Vincent
- Zooms out to close-up
- Shaving
- Sound effects - painful
- Scrubbing skin

Eugene
- "My eyes are prettier..."
- "I only gave you my body. You gave me your dream..."

Leaving Earth

Dr. Lamar
- "Did I ever tell you about my son... Reminded me to sometime..."

- "A left-handed man doesn't hold it in his right-hand..."

- Changes "in-valid" sign to "Valid" - dreams are infectious

"Gattaca" Argument Tree:

[Question] - Analyze how the beginning and ending of a text show an important change in a character or individual in a text you have studied.